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Abstract

Introduction: Visceral leishmaniasis of genus *Leishmania* *donovani* is a known cause of Kala-azar, with an agent of *Phlebotomus* species. Other species of public health importance include *Phlebotomus-martini* that engulfed South Sudan bordering counties with Kenya whereas *Phlebotomus-orientalis* dominates northern parts of South Sudan and Sudan. It exhibits rare behavioral characteristics of outer door biles. Among Eastern African countries, South Sudan is a highly endemic area where more than 1/3 of the population is at risks of infections. This review aimed to evaluate the current diagnosis, treatment and risk factors associated with epidemics and mortality due to Visceral Leishmaniasis in Sudan and South Sudan.

Methodology and Objective: Literatures published in SCI Journals, pub med, and science direct, Google, WHO reports, MSF, and CDC websites were searched starting from 1945 to 2018. Visceral leishmaniasis/ VL diagnostic tools, treatment regimens, and associated risk factors were the keywords used during browsing. Details referred to Given Figures in the methodology section.

Findings: Several risk factors contributed to the frequency of VL outbreaks. Chronic wars, malnutrition and settlement in areas infested by the sand fly, co-infections with either HIV or Hepatitis an emerging public health concern. Government efforts to control and eliminates the vectors of VL are lacking with negligible resources allocation. Acacia trees are proved to harbor sand fly as resting and hiding places. *K39/K26* or *rk39/rk28* dipstick is a field base diagnostic tool commonly used. Treatments with liposomal AmporicinB, sodium stibogluconate plus paromomycin are recommended for use in South Sudan. This review also revealed that areas formerly free from Kala-azar had experience recurrent epidemic.

Conclusion: VL in South Sudan remains highly isolated from clinical diagnosis, treatment, and control strategies. Routine data for surveillance is also an absence. National guidelines and protocols for treatment, and vector control remain at standstill. The level of resistance of visceral Leishmania parasites to the available anti-leishmanial drugs required more researches. There is a close relationship between frequent VL outbreaks and internal conflicts, poor malnutrition, poverty and displacement to high transmission zones, individuals who are new in sand fly infested areas are at greater risks, including children, elderly and pregnant women.
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Introduction

South Sudan and Sudan experience cycle of unrest civil wars, that devastated the living conditions of citizens, displaced millions within and to the neighboring countries [1-3] that possibly contributed to high potential risk of parasitic infections, malnutrition, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases and associated detrimental risk factors [2,4], which led to high incidence and prevalence of visceral leishmaniasis/ VL [4,5]. However, VL/Kala-azar affect majorly rural dwellers [6], inflicting a systemic latent infection transmitted by infected female sand flies of genus *Leishmania* [7]. In contrast, the infection is also known as “black sickness/dumdum or Kala-azar” [8]. Its impact is the highest after malaria [9] in rural settings across greater Upper Nile region of South Sudan and Eastern Sudan [10,11]. Furthermore, it ranked on top of Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs) in priority listing [12]. Despite this classification, the governments’ commitment is lacking, due to insufficient resources allocation for program implementation in combating the disease burden [12]. Ultimately VL remains a devastating health condition among remote populations in endemic counties of greater Upper Nile, Bhar-El ghazel and Kapoeta counties in the Equatorial region [13]. In these areas there is limited access to treatment which is being provided only by an NGO called Medicines Sans Frontiers (MSF), operating in the regions. Due
to insecurity reasons in the area, patients may sometimes receive no treatment at all [10,14].

Clinically, the disease is characterized by signs including fever, weight loss, fatigue, anemia, and enlargement of liver and spleen, lymph node, mucosa of the small intestine and the respiratory tract [15,16]. Regardless of these signs and symptoms, there is also a sudden onset of fever associated with the disease manifestation [16,17]. Furthermore, Kala-azar emerged as a top silent killer among NTDs in the World [18,19]. It is estimated that 2,000,000-4,000,000 morbidity cases per annum and 20,000 deaths occur with more than 1 billion people at risk of infection in endemic areas [20].

Among three forms of leishmaniasis, VL is also known for its virulence [20], followed by Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (CL) and Mucocutaneous Leishmaniasis (MCL) respectively [20]. VL and CL predominate in the two Sudan [7,11,21,22]. The case fatality of VL could exceed more than 95% in occurrence within 2 years’ time [23]. According to the various reports, six endemic countries: namely Brazil, Ethiopia, India, Somalia, South Sudan, and Sudan are observed to contribute 90% of global disease incidence [24]. According to Al Salem et al. [25], the Eastern African countries of Kenya, South Sudan, Uganda, Sudan, Ethiopia and Somalia are badly stricken by VL in sub-Saharan Africa, where sand flies densely colonize the region with different subgenera of Phlebotomus, paraphlebotomus, synphlebotomus (martini and celiac), larroussius (Orientalis), ananaphlebotomus (rodhaini) [25]. South Sudan remains a challenging state in achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) priorities [13,24]. It is reported that 4,175 VL cases were reported from South Sudan [24]. Similarly, 3,810 VL and 3,011 CL were contributed by Northern Sudan in the same year [26,27]. Treatment and management of Kala-azar remain a lifesaving tool, the first line treatment in South Sudan is the pentavalent antimonial, Sodium Stibogluconate (SSG) combined with an aminoglycoside, Paromomycin (PM). SSG and PM are basically ambulatory drugs administered intramuscularly daily for 17 days. However, SSG has been associated with toxicity such as gastrointestinal, hepatic and nephrotoxicity [3]. In pregnant women spontaneous abortion [24], is the contraindication. HIV co-infection and VL severe cases are treated with liposomal amphotericin B [28]. Nevertheless, it is not suitable for most African countries since it is more expensive and requires a standard cold chain for storage [3].

Furthermore, Al Salem et al. [25] pointed out that South Sudan rural areas are not only threatened by VL but also other endemic NTDs sparsely distributed in different states across the country, the majority includes but not limited to; human African trypanosomiasis (HAT), onchocerciasis, dracunculiasis, trachoma, working ulcer, leprosy, loa-loa, schistosomiasis and intestinal helminth infections [25].

**VL Historical evolution in South Sudan**

In 1904 the first clinical case of VL was isolated from a child in greater Bhar El Ghazal Province of Southern Sudan [29-31]. Besides between 1984-1994 the world’s largest VL epidemic occurred in western Upper Nile region with over 100,000 death estimates [1]. In the early 90s, a third of Southern Sudan population suffered from the burden of Kala-azar [27,29].

Conversely, in 1994-2002 more and more incidences of VL started to shoot up specially in Jonglei state counties of Old Fangak and New Fangak in the northern part, as well as in areas of Ayod, Korfulus and Eastern Upper Nile [32,33] where two consecutive outbreaks occurred, [34] with 17,000 cases [29,31]. Even though cases start to decline after the intervention undertaken by MSF-France, the diseases still result in high mortality and morbidity [35] with annual average morbidity estimates of 1,756 [29]. However, the real approximation is anticipated to be within 7,400-14,200 [29]. As a result of the conflict, population access to health care has been cut off and broken down. Though some humanitarian agencies took the risk to reach the needy, the demand for health services remains high (Figure 1) [2].

**Figure 1: Areas infested by sand flies in South Sudan and Sudan.**

**Aim:** This review is to evaluate the current effective and efficient drugs used in the treatment of visceral leishmaniasis in Sudan and South Sudan, access diagnostic tools that are suitable for the rural areas application and to correlate frequent outbreaks with predisposing factors such as civil war, Malnutrition, poverty, and settlement in sand flies infested areas. Therefore, the frequency of VL outbreaks, high mortality and morbidity cases in South Sudan and Sudan is the reason behind this review article.

**Significance:** This review will synergize the basic packages of health service in addressing VL control and prevention intervention since it is first of its kind outlining priority areas of interest, not only that but also to assist the local government to prioritize resources to endemic areas. Furthermore, it will assist public health program managers to address health promotion programs specifically targeting VL counties. This review article may play a pivotal role as a basis toward developing a national guideline to assist health partners working in Kala-azar endemic counties to provide treatment and management of cases. Aids and guide decision-makers in directing public health policies, plan interventions and to take actions against VL since it outlined the areas colonize by the sand fly, not only that but also to be used as a stepping block to strengthened routine surveillance in identified areas. Above all, it highlights the main risk factors of dying from VL. However, this reviews also created venues and demand for ecological researchers to find out why the confluence of River Nile and Sobat River in Upper Nile region is a hot cake of VL outbreaks?

**Methodology/Search Strategy**

On search engine, in PubMed website the term visceral leishmaniasis was entered and searched, 1,152 articles retrieved, filtered by review articles and duplicates removed, 905 articles were left, filtered again using full-text, free full-text 645 remain considered for further screening and then refine to the title visceral leishmaniasis in East Africa 211 articles left and finally analyzed for VL in South
Sudan and Sudan 34 review articles were fits into the inclusion criteria with more emphases on visceral leishmaniasis, screening tools, therapeutic and risk factors. In Science direct visceral leishmaniasis was searched 9,526 results retrieved then filtered for review articles, 933 stand the chance and further filtered for publication years from 1945-2018 and removing duplicates as well as considering open and free access review articles 23 articles qualified for inclusion into sample size and from the WHO website, CDC, Google VL report for South Sudan data were retrieved and finally CDC, website was also used for other relevant information. Google search was tentatively used. Maps and other figures are adapted from WHO, Google and CDC (Figure 2).

**Table 1: L. donovani epidemiology.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leishmania forms species</th>
<th>Main and Disease Caused</th>
<th>Geographical Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Leishmania donovani complex</td>
<td>L. donovani VL and PKDL</td>
<td>South Sudan and Sudan (Upper, Nile, Darfur, Blue Nile, Bhar-el Ghazal and Kapeota in Equatoria region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Leishmania Ethiopica complex</td>
<td>L. infantum VL and CL</td>
<td>Ethiopia borders with South Sudan and Sudan (East Africa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**L.D epidemiology and disease occurrence in South Sudan and Sudan**

Sudan and South Sudan are dominated by VL and CL, with a man being a reservoir host [36] quite unique from the Indian type where canine act as reservoirs [7,37].

African Kala-azar, engulf South Sudan and Sudan with rare epidemiological characteristics of disease manifestation from other global types of Kala-azar [38], the distinctive feature is a primary initiation phase in the skin (Leishmanoma) [39] takes time before the onset of clinical symptoms [37]. Utmost importance for epidemiological identification of Sudanese kala-azar [38,39]. L. donovani occurs in South Sudan, Sudan, and South Western Arabia with 2 forms of VL, CL or MCL [7]. Define by the reservoir of infection of animal or man sometimes both. Local phlebotomine fly occasionally auto infect themselves ingesting amastigote of infected blood tissue [25]. However, the highest frequency of 50% cases of Oriental sores reported in South Sudan [40]. Its transmission increases in the dry season especially in September and decreases in April and June a seasonal fluctuation tragedy (Table 1) [25].

**Figure 2: Flow processes of search strategies.**

**Figure 3: Epidemiology of VL in East Africa.**

**Diagnosis/ Identification of L. donovani**

The morphological characteristic of *Leishmania donovani* related to the life cycle of the parasite, which led to the clinical condition. It is being categorized into two major developmental stages amastigote and promastigote as indicated in Figure 4.
**Figure 4:** *L. donovani* diagnosis of amastigote and promastigote stages.

**Promastigote (leptomonad):** A flagellate occurs in vector sand fly and culture media. It's the infective stage of the parasite, with a size of 1.8 µm × 18 µm long, and the shape is categorized as slender and flagellated. However, the structure consists of the nucleus centrally located, kinetoplast in the front, and a long flagellum at the anterior end [25].

**Amastigote (leishmanial):** An aflagellate round, occurs in man and animal hosts, not infective phase. Its size is 2 µm-4 µm, shape is oval, and nucleus location varies. It's characterized by the absence of external flagellum while kinetoplast is located next to the nucleus and a vacuole known as *Leishman Donovan* (LD) body that multiplies in man by binary fission. It's commonly found in large mononuclear cells of spleen, liver, and bone marrow even in leucocytes as in lymph nodes (Figure 5).

**Post-Kala-azar Dermal Lesion (PKDL)**

Post-Kala-azar Dermal Lesion (PKDL) manifest as a consequence of VL infection with a parasite in dermis accessible to sand fly bites [8,48]. Even if, PKDL appears after patient's treatment as of recent, cases of visceral leishmaniasis co-infection with HIV and Hepatitis B/C started to surface in South Sudan, Sudan, and other Eastern African countries [5].

Skin Reaction to Pentostam in Kala-azar patient, Post Kala-azar Dermal Lesions (PKDL) (photograph by Peter Moszyski Upper Nile South Sudan MSF 2015).

**The incubation period (IP)**

The disease progression varies from 6-20 weeks to 1-2 years contrary to South Sudanese strain with a short interval between 12-16 weeks [26].

**Clinical symptoms**

Fever, weight loss, fatigue, and anemia are primary stages, accompanied with enlargement of spleen the most common feature then swelling of liver but not as severe as in spleen and lymph nodes; this is characteristic of African Kala-azar. Meanwhile, Chinese type is well known for causing inflammation of nodes [51]. PKDL skin damage commonly seen on the face, hands, feet, and abdomen. Familiar features of "Black Sickness" such as in South Sudan and Sudan as in Figure 6 above [51].

Skin Reaction to Pentostam in Kala-azar patient, Post Kala-azar Dermal Lesions (PKDL) (photograph by Peter Moszyski Upper Nile South Sudan MSF 2015).
Susceptibility and risk factors

Susceptibility to infection is universal in all age group even though, more common in adult male than children and women, the frequency of exposure to sand fly bites determines the severity of the risk [26]. In addition to that, the population living in endemic zones stand at higher risk and exposure to infection than those in non-endemic areas [52]. People living with HIV and other immune-compromised person face the risk [24]. Natural responses, re-infection, healing, and post-treatment enhances stable immunity among people living in endemic areas. There are multiple risk factors associated with VL infection such as, anemia, edema, and jaundice; which are the major factors for dying from VL among patients in South Sudan [24]. Furthermore, VL, HIV, Hepatitis B/C co- and multiple-infection coupled with poor response to medication, constitute stereo-typing known to associate with VL. However, of recent some patients from Sudan, South Sudan and neighboring countries of East Africa, were diagnosed with multiple-infections such as HIV, Hepatitis and Kala-azar [24]. VL distribution in terms of age and gender of patients is that the disease is more prevalence among adult males as compared to other sections [31]. These conditions are aggravated by malnutrition, poverty, seasonal variations, and distances >25 km from the health facilities as being the key predisposing factors to high mortalities [24].

The old and new world trade link, immigration, opening up new irrigation schemes, mining, and forest lumbering in endemic zones increases the likelihood of new infections [24]. Grazing and cattle camping are major exposure sites to VL with >85% cases among South Sudanes Nomadic tribes (Bhar-El Ghazal, Upper Nile, Jonglei and part of Eastern Equatoria) states. The man activities and natural calamities such as environmental, climatic changes, fishing, war, displacement and hunting, settlement patterns, proximity to rivers and areas infested by sand fly [53] play a major role in diseases transmission. Whereas, areas with intense transmission, immunity in majority exist making new arrivals to the area more vulnerable [53].

VL diagnostic tools and criterion

The rk39 is used by MSF to diagnose cases of VL patients in South Sudan, it is the first line test tool for screening suspected patients, those who tested negative were further screened with leishmania DAT, and also parasitological tests using Giemsa-stain for spleen, liver and lymph node aspirates rarely used. Clinical suspicion is also applied during the absence of diagnostic tools (Figure 7) [54].

Figure 7: Parasite examination: Direct microscopy and culture media (L.D).

Diagnostic tests include: skin test, the Montenegro skin test, skin biopsy, indirect immunofluorescent antibody test assay, DAT and DNA hybridization plus PCR are the recent modern tools used to further screening and diagnosis of VL cases [55].

Diagnostic tools evaluation

The parasitological test is suitable for the diagnosis of VL, while culture media of biopsy aspirates is reliable and consistent with HIV and VL co-infection test [14]. Since it detects antibodies rather than parasite [46]. But, it’s not suitable in South Sudan and Sudan rural areas due to complexon in using, even though it identifies leishmanial strains of various geographical areas [56]. Another important diagnostic is tool PCR which yields standard results but expensive for rural use. Furthermore, the serological test is difficult to use and labor intensive, requiring competent skills and personnel limiting its demand [46]. While freeze-dried antigen DAT and K39dipstick methods are commonly used in remote settings since they are inexpensive and easy to train semi-literate healthcare workers. This is a Gold standard in South Sudan. Visualization of amastigote in spleen
aspirate and bone marrow aspirate is not available in endemic areas since it requires skills for operation [56].

**Emphasis on diagnosis tools**

Many endemic countries prefer to use serological test and RDT rK39 because they give 92% positive cases of VL and also indicate correct negative results of up to 92% of those without the disease. However, 2nd RDT/Latex agglutination test gave only 64% correct positive results of those with disease and over 93% negative results of those with no disease [38].

DAT anti-leishmania, antigen test standardized by MSF in South Sudan is difficult to use and cumbersome, as such it's application is limited whereas, rK35 rapid test use for diagnosing suspected cases of primary VL fall short-cut because of not everyone in endemic areas who became infected need treatment. Whereas serological test only meant for immune response and not for parasite check had limited its application [3]. Another test erythroselectic used during emergency response [57].

**Diagnosis deduction foot-note**

The examination of the lymph node, spleen, bone marrow aspirate and blood demonstrates parasite (amastigote). However, the parasite commonly isolated in VL, HIV/Hepatitis co- or triple-infection [58]. In some remote areas, a non-specific test of formal gel still used [15] and countercurrent immune-electrophoresis, complement fixation of indirect haemagglutination test. Further still, leishmanin/Montenegro test is an epidemiological tool that measures cell-mediated immunity [5] new technique of monoclonal antibodies, nucleic acid hybridization, and PCR, on most occasions CL reveals positivity between 2-3 months after the disappearance of lesion and finally remains positive in the host lifetime [24] in contrast, MCL test can be done with smears, biopsy, and culture

**Treatment and management of VL/Kala-azar**

Individual patient; Sodium Stibogluconate 20 mg/kg/day in 2 divided doses IM or IVX 28 gold standard for treatment of kala-azar replaced with SSG+PM (sodium stibogluconate-pranomycin) WHO new recommendation for South Sudan, Sudan and Eastern African Countries [59]. SSG monotherapy, 20 mg sb 5+/kg body weight over 30 days replaced by SSG plus PM combination therapy 20 mg sb 5+/day plus PM 15 mg/kg/day over 17 days, first-line treatment [11]. Cytokine therapy; activation of the Th1 response of macrophage [60].

Pentavalent antimonal used for primary management of chronic VL, dose 20 mg of sb/kg body weight IM 20 days. VL amphotericin B in the liposomal formulation is used in India only [61]

Miltefosine first-line oral therapy has the cure rate of 95% in the 3rd trial phase in Ethiopia probably future alternative in Africa; while Liposomal amphotericin B used for severe cases management including, in pregnancy and the HIV co-infection [13,28]. Other drugs available include pentamidine, aminoside, and lipidation used during emergencies situations. VL patients also require nutrition supplement within a supportive therapeutic feeding setting to recover quickly from VL [23].

**Prevention and control**

Attacking sand fly and animal reservoirs of infection to break the transmission chain had been successfully applied to control VL. However, early case detection and prompt treatment decrease transmission effects [62], sand fly bites could be avoided by sleeping in the upper floor of houses (only applicable to economically stable states not practical in most African population such as South Sudan) [63].

Repellent-impregnated bed nets and curtains (social structures, cultures, housing types, the habit of sleeping outside houses and sand fly altered behavior for outdoor bite might compromise the effectiveness of nets as the cheapest intervention [35].

According to WHO 2017 report clearing off breeding sites of sand fly and preferable hidings places such as cracks on local walls could possibly lower cases. Not only has that application of IRS and outdoor sprayed with insecticides during the active season of sand fly May-September reduces the densities of sand fly hence decrease in incidence cases and mortality [50]. Tentatively insecticide-impregnated dog collars being developed [50].

Treatment or killing of infected dogs with *L. infantum* had not been successful as asymptomatic seronegative dogs infective to sand fly are available as in Asian countries [50]. The destruction of rodents far from villages was a success story in controlling the leishmaniasis in Uzbekistan and Turmenistian by plowing burrow of rodents deep plow and combining the poison grain with anticoagulants effects [50].

**The community**

Avoiding settlement in areas infested by sand fly vectors lower chances of infection as revealed in the studies conducted in South Sudan by Al Salem, W, Herrick et al. [25].

Thornton, S.J, Wasan et al. [40] suggest that termite’ hills in endemic areas should not be near household structures by at least 90 meters away because they harbor sand flies. The research further, proposed administration of mass chemotherapy in high endemic areas and supplemented with routine surveillance of VL [54,63]. Newcomers in endemic areas may act as catalyzes to disease outbreak [25]. Breaking the chain of contact between man and sand fly is paramount in controlling VL [63].

**Prevention: No vaccine yet approved**

IRS not effective as in *L. tropica* which is anthroponotic-Immunization-inoculation of life in upper arm/ buttocks on trial in endemic areas for years. *L. major* virulence parasite recommended also to protect against *L. tropica* lesions heal quickly showing promising results trial is ongoing [25,63].

Protection from sand flies an important aspect, by staying indoor during down and dust hours, the vector active hours as to minimized exposure risks to infection while bearing in mind the use of PPE (repellent and long sleeve) [25].

**Challenges**

The absence of surveillance data plus vector control guideline for program management is lacking. Even there is less commitment from Government. The situation is worsening by poverty since most rural dwellers live along the poverty line with less than 1 dollar a day (South Bureau of Statistic 2010). The national guideline does not include new strategies for treatment or even lacking pre-existing one. Multi-
existence of the host is challenging in control and prevention of VL [25]. Unfortunately, impregnated nets meant for prevention yield little success as the vector bites outdoor contradictory to night use of bed nets [25] while mass chemotherapy is difficult due to inaccessibility of the areas, insecurity and frequent civil wars in endemic states of South Sudan and Southern Kordofan in Sudan [25]. Logistical supply is only by chartered plane, limiting distribution of essential supply. Once more, the confluence of Sobat and river Nile at the high endemic angle in greater Upper Nile possibly facilitated as a source of transmission density [63]. Nevertheless, the ecological link of Sobat River from Ethiopia to South Sudan and river Nile from Uganda requires extensive ecological studies [58].

Pre-existing interventions

Various UN agencies and NGOs working in Sudan and South Sudan, to implement public health programs targeted to reduce the incidence of VL, majorly in case management, epidemiological surveillance and prompt treatment of cases in coordination with host Government [25].

Conclusion

Visceral leishmaniasis is an NTD that had greatly brought the heaviest burden of mortality and morbidity after malaria in South Sudan and Sudan. However, areas known free off the disease had recently witnessed cases of kala-azar spotted in a different location of Greater Bhar El Ghazal, Upper Nile and Equatoria of Southern Sudan region while new cases also being reported in Durfur in the region of Northern Sudan (Figure 8).

Figures

Figure 8: Geographical distribution of visceral leishmaniasis cases by counties in South Sudan.

Majority of cases of VL in South Sudan remain highly isolated from clinical diagnosis, treatment, and control even routine data for surveillance system of the disease is far from the practical reality of monitoring and evaluation aspects while the national guideline and protocols for treatment, management and vector control remain at standstill for future prospective towards developing;

The resistance of visceral leishmania to drugs either at static or in an increasing level required more in-depth scientific research and expertise. Leishmaniasis vector flight range from the ground floor is extremely low. This characteristic could possibly be used during intervention sessions. Confluence point of Sobat and river Nile requires extensive ecological studies.
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